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Sub: Information Seeking under RTt Act,2005

Ref: Reservation Turns for Differently abLed candidates in 100-point reservation roster
-re8

Kindly request you to provide the following information under RTI Act,2005.

1. what is the percentage of reservation for differently abred persons in teaching
posts in the universities of Kerala? please mention the corresponding Govt. order
number and date of the same.

2. ls there any difference in the rules of reservation for Differently abled candidates
to the post of Assistant professor in universities under contract basis and
permanent appointments? lf so, please specify the corresponding GoW. Order
number and date of the same.

3' a. which are the turns reserved for Differently abled candidates for teaching posts
in Universities in a 100 point reservation/rotation roster. please specify the
corresponding GoW. Order number and date ofthe same.

b. Whether each turn of the above, again reserved for which category of
Differently abled candidates. (For exampre, Turn No. l for Brind, Turn No. 34 for
Locomotor, Turn No. 67 for Hearing impaired and so on). lf so, please specify the
category of PwD reserved for each turn and the corresponding Govt. order
number and date of the same.

Sir,

For the reservation turns mentioned In en
of PwD is not available for a specified turn,
the next available category of pwD from
reservation/rotation roster.

No. 3a and 3b, if a particular category
whether that turn can be adjusted for
the same rank list in the 100 point

*



6.

5.

Thanking You,

Yours faithfully

lf so, please specify the category of pwD reserved for each turn with the
corresponding Govt. Order number and date of the same.

Please specify the rule for exchanging the turns of Differently abled candidates in
a 100-point reservation/rotation roster, if a particular category of pwD is not
available with appropriate G.O number and date.

lf any category of PwD is not available even after completed a 100-point roster,
whether the pending turns in the completed roster can be carry forward to the
next fresh 100-point roster. lf so, how many times the pending turns can be carry
forward to the next succeeding rosters. please specify the corresponding G.O
number.
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